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RECHERCHE ET DEVELOPPEMENT EN SCELLEMENT DES ENCEINTES D'EVACUATION
POUR LE PROGRAMME DE GESTION DES DÉCHETS DE COMBUSTIBLE

par

R.S. Lopez et L.H. Johnson

RÉSUMÉ

Les activités principales de recherche et développement en
scellement des enceintes d'évacuation sont la mise au point du tampon, du
remblai, du jointoyage au mortier, du scellement des galeries et puits et du
scellement des forages. Le tampon sera probablement un mélange d'argile et
de sable entourant le conteneur de déchets et est destiné principalement â
minimiser la migration dans la masse en champ proche. Le remblai comblera
le reste des chantiers souterrains et la majeure partie des puits d'accès;
il sera composé en grande partie de roche concassée ou de sable ou des deux
et d'une quantité d'argile suffisante pour assurer l'imperméabilité
nécessaire. Les forages seront scellés sur toute la longueur au moyen de
matériaux à faible perméabilité qui pourront être des ciments ou des
argiles. Les systèmes de scellement des puits devront être montés en des
points particuliers et seront probablement composés d'argile à faible
perméabilité ou d'un bouchon en béton et la roche entourant le bouchon sera
jointoyée au mortier.

Le présent document décrit l'avancement des travaux jusqu'à ce
jour ainsi que les travaux futurs prévus pour chaque partie principale du
programme. Les points principaux de ce programme sont la recherche et le
développement nécessaires pour évaluer le concept d'évacuation souterraine
dans la roche plutonique ainsi que la conception et l'exécution des essais
de scellement d'enceinte dans le Laboratoire de Recherches Souterrain. Il
présente les plans de programme décrivant la progression logique de chaque
partie de programme et indiquant l'ordre, dans le temps, d'activités
majeures qui contribueront à la réalisation des objectifs finals du
programme: l'établissement des prescriptions techniques pour le tampon, le
remblai et les systèmes de scellement et la justification de celles-ci quant
â l'efficacité du système d'évacuation des déchets.
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VAULT SEALING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR THE CANADIAN NUCLEAR
FUEL WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

by

R.S. Lopez and L.H. Johnson

ABSTRACT

The major research and development activities in the disposal
vault sealing program are buffer development, backfill development,
grouting, tunnel and shaft sealing development, and borehole sealing
development. The buffer is likely to be a mixture of clay and sand
surrounding the waste package and is intended, primarily, to minimize near-
field mass transport. The backfill would fill the remainder of the
underground workings and most of the volume of the access shafts. Its
major component would be crushed rock or sand, or both, with sufficient
clay added to achieve the required permeability specification. Boreholes
would be sealed throughout their length with low-permeability materials.
These may be cements or clays. Shaft seals would be emplaced at specific
locations and, probably, would be composed of a low-permeability clay or
concrete plug, together with grouting of the rock surrounding the plug.

Progress to date and planned future activities for each major
part of the program are described. The principal foci of the program are
the research and development activities required to assess the concept of
underground disposal in plutonic rock and the design and implementation of
vault sealing experiments in the Underground Research Laboratory. Program
plans are presented that describe the logical progression of each major
component of the program, and that indicate the timing of major events that
contribute to the final objective of the program, which is to develop
engineering specifications for the buffer, backfill and seals, and to
justify these specifications in terms of the performance of the waste
disposal system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program [1,2] was
formally established In 1978 by an agreement between the governments of
Canada and Ontario [3]. Under this agreement, Ontario Hydro, the
provincial utility, has the responsibility for developing technologies for
the interim storage and transportation of used fuel. Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited (AECL), a federal crown corporation, has the responsibility
for coordinating and managing the research and development program for the
immobilization and safe disposal of fuel wastes. Progress in the first six
years of the program is reviewed in a series of Annual Reports [4-9].

The philosophy behind the program is to concentrate resources on
the most appropriate disposal options for Canada while maintaining
awareness of alternative approaches being investigated in other countries.
For example, since the CANDU™ reactor system does not presently require
recycling of fuel to be economic, research on immobilization and disposal
of intact used fuel is being performed. However, the technology to dispose
of separated fuel recycle wastes is also being developed in case the
decision is made to recover the fissile material contained within the used
fuel.

The basic concept being investigated in Canada for nuclear fuel
waste disposal is to emplace a chemically and mechanically stable waste
form in a deep underground vault in plutonic rock of the Canadian Shield.
[1,2].

A nuclear fuel waste disposal vault would consist of a number of
mined chambers between 500 and 1000 m below the surface, the shafts leading
to the chambers, and the surface and underground facilities required to
handle the fuel waste. Preliminary conceptual designs are described in
general terms in reports AECL-6415 [10] and AECL-6416 [11]. After disposal
operations have been completed, the entire vault would be backfilled and
sealed so as to return the site to a condition where no further maintenance
or supervision would be necessary.

In the post-closure period, the temperature in the vault and
surrounding rock will increase due to the radioactive decay heat from the
waste. The maximum temperature reached will depend on the amount of waste
emplaced per unit area (called the "gross thermal loading", GTL). In
earlier studies [12,13], the GTL was selected so that the temperature at
the container surface would not exceed 150 C. However, preliminary studies
of the corrosion performance of container materials suggest that, under
highly saline groundwater conditions, a lower container skin temperature
may be required [14]. A reduction in container skin temperature can be
achieved by decreasing the GTL (i.e., by increasing the space between
containers) or by disposing of fuel or waste older than the assumed 10
years out of the reactor [13]. The elevated-temperature period would last
for a few hundred years for the disposal of immobilized fuel recycle waste,
and a few tens of thousands of years for the disposal of used fuel.
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After vault closure, the only credible mechanism of radionuclide
release is due to groundwater, which may penetrate to the waste, leach or
dissolve the radionuclides, and carry them back to the surface. A number
of engineered barriers are incorporated in the vault design to minimize the
rate at which this might occur. The barriers, which are illustrated
schematically in Figure 1, are: the waste form itself, a corrosion-
resistant container, buffer material surrounding the container, and the
backfill and sealing materials. These engineered barriers will supplement
the natural barrier provided by the geological formation.

Figure 2 illustrates schematically the components of the disposal
vault sealing program. The buffer material surrounds the container,
isolating it from the rock and backfill. The backfill fills the remainder
of the volume of the rooms in which the fuel waste is emplaced, the
haulageways and a major fraction of the shafts. Boreholes used to evaluate
the rock before and during construction must be sealed. It may be
necessary to grout zones of weak or water-bearing rock in the shaft during
its construction for reasons of operational convenience and safety. During
shaft backfilling it would be necessary to emplace shaft seals to inhibit
water flow from the vault to the surface. These seals would probably be
composed of a very low permeability plug, supplemented by grouting of the
surrounding rock. Similar techniques may be employed in the tunnels and
haulageways of the vault to isolate any significant water-bearing zones
that might be encountered and, perhaps, at strategic locations to influence
water flow paths.

Figure 3 shows schematic cross-sections of the two methods being
considered for placing waste containers in the vault [10,11]. These are
referred to as in-room emplacement and borehole emplacement. For in-roora
emplacement, the containers would be placed on a bed of prepared buffer,
with additional buffer packed around and above them. The remaining volume
would then be backfilled. In borehole emplacement, the waste containers
would be surrounded by buffer in a large-diameter hole drilled in the floor
of the vault. In this case, the total volume of the drift above the
boreholes would be occupied by the backfill.

For organizational and reporting purposes the program is broken
down into five main subjects: buffer development, backfill development,
shaft sealing and grouting, borehole sealing, and the Underground Research
Laboratory (URL) experimental program (see Figure A). In this report, the
URL experimental program is described only regarding vault sealing
experiments. The rest of the URL program is reviewed elsewhere [15]. This
report describes progress in research and development related to disposal
vault sealing since the publication of the first Program Document [16] and
presents an update of planned activities for the future.

In common with the rest of the nuclear fuel waste management
program, AECL coordinates the research for the disposal vault sealing
program. However, a number of other government agencies, universities,
consultants and Industrial contractors participate in the program. The
program is subject to independent external review [17-22], and Information
exchange agreements have been established with other countries. In
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addition, AECL has participated in the Stripa Project in Sweden, which is
an international experimental and demonstration program, part of which is
concerned with buffer, backfill and sealing technology (pee Section 10).

2. BUFFER DEVELOPMENT

The buffer material is required to fulfill several functions. It
should protect the container from mechanical damage, which might otherwise
result from minor rock movement due to stress relief or thermal stress. It
should provide a near-field environment conducive to optimum performance of
the container and waste form. It should also inhibit the mass transport of
water and dissolved species near the waste container. To meet these
requirements the ideal buffer would have the following properties:

(1) Sufficient load-bearing capacity to support the container, hut
sufficient plasticity to dissipate high localized stresses.

(2) Very low porosity, to minimize groundwater flow and ionic
diffusion.

(3) Thermal conductivity sufficiently high to provide adequate heat
dissipation to the surrounding rock.

(4) Long-term chemical and physical stability under the temperatures,
pressures and groundwater conditions of the vault.

(5) Chemical compatability with the container, waste form,
groundwater and surrounding rock.

(6) Good sorption properties, to retard the movement of radionuclides
after the container is breached.

(7) The ability to modify the chemical environment to one which is
benign with respect to the container and waste form.

(8) Availability in sufficient quantities at reasonable cost.

Evaluation of these requirements suggests that a buffer based on
clay minerals is most likely to provide the optimum combination of
desirable properties.

A time-logic diagram of the buffer development program is shown
in Figure 5. The work during the first year of the program was concerned
with the pre-selection of promising candidate materials, through both
literature review and laboratory programs [16]. A wide range of materials
were considered in this evaluation, including bentonites (smectite clays),
Illite, kaolinite, zeolites, shale, bauxite, fly ash and mine tailings.
These studies concluded that bentonite, Illite, or mixed-layer clays
containing these two end members should form the basis of the buffer
material. Clays can exhibit low permeability, high cation exchange
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capacity and very low effective porosity, which are factors of importance
in contributing to the performance of the buffer as a barrier. Of the
clays, bentonite is favoured, providing its long-term stability in the
vault environment can be assured. The merits of bentonite have been
discussed comprehensively in publications resulting from the Swedish waste
management program [23-29].

Conceptual engineering studies carried out during the second and
third years of the vault sealing program defined commercial, exploitable
sources of bentonite and illlte [30]. Bentonltes in fairly pure form are
found in western Canada (Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta), while Illlte
is found in Paleozoic shales of southern Ontario. These shales typically
contain between 30 and 50 percent illlte, with the rest being composed of
other minerals in the silt and fine sand sizes. These studies also
investigated commercial deposits of Pleistocene, glacial-lake clays for
potential use as backfilling materials. These clays are generally mixtures
of smectite, illite, and other minerals. The conceptual engineering
studies failed to Identify any commercial or potentially exploitable source
of "mixed-layer" clays.

The Canadian program is now at the stage of actively investiga-
ting and testing the physical, chemical, mechanical and engineering
properties of the selected candidate buffer materials, which are

(1) Calcium-rich bentonite (from Manitoba);

(2) Sodium-rich bentonite (from Saskatchewan); and

(3) Illite, (from crushed shales of southern Ontario).

The mineralogical composition and cation exchange capacity (CEC)
of these clays are shown in Table 1.

The remainder of Section 2 describes the main aspects of the
buffer development program, with emphasis on laboratory research and
conceptual engineering studies that will lead to the selection of a
reference buffer material. Discussion of scheduling and the longer range
activities will be deferred until later in this document, when they can be
related to the other components of the disposal vault sealing program.

2.1 NEAR-FIELD MASS TRANSPORT MODELLING

Near-field, mass transport models are being developed to describe
the transport of oxidizing species to the container surface [31] and to
predict the rate of transport of radionuclides from failed containers. The
development of near-field, mass transport models will facilitate assessment
of the relative effectiveness of the in-room and borehole emplacement
options for postulated ranges of buffer material properties. These models
can also be used to establish engineering specifications for buffer,
backfill and waste containers. They are also essential for predicting the
rate of entry of radionuclides into the groundwater system, which is
required for the assessment of the safety of the disposal concept [32].
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Significant progress has been made on evaluating the effectiveness of
engineered barriers [33-38]. Some of the Important results pertinent to
engineering design, arising from mass transport modelling studies are
summarized in the following paragraph.

Based on near-field mass transport considerations, borehole
emplacement Is more favourable than in-room emplacement [34]. The effect
of the waste container geometry on radionuclide flux from the container to
the rock has been theoretically modelled. The results show that the
radionuclide flux increases with increasing aspect ratio of the container
[34-37], For borehole emplacement, the buffer material should be designed
to have low hydraulic conductivity and ionic diffusion coefficient [33,37].
The vertical buffer thickness below the waste container should be at least
0.5 m, the vertical buffer thickness above the waste container should be a
minimum of 1 m, and the radial buffer thickness should be at least 0.25 m
[34,37]. To reduce the radionuclide transport from the waste container to
the backfill, the vertical buffer thickness above the waste container
should be increased or a backfill material with low mass-transport .«.
properties, such as hydraulic conductivity and Ionic diffusion coefficient,
should be used. A two-fold increase in vertical buffer thickness above the
waste container decreases the radionuclide flux by 50%. The radionuclide
flux is reduced by only 30% when the backfill has similar mass transport
properties to the buffer, compared to a case when sand or crushed rock is
used as backfill [38].

The preceding findings are based on models that do not consider
transient effects such as temperature and pressure Increases and water
uptake in the buffer. Future work will focus on studying these transient
effects and refining the mass transport models to be used for the safety
assessment of the disposal concept.

2.2 CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF BUFFER

Chemical properties of buffer have been studied at Whiteshell
Nuclear Research Establishment, the Civil Research Department of OntarLo
Hydro, and through research contracts with the Universities of Waterloo,
McGIll and Western Ontario. The mineralogical composition and related
chemistry of candidate clay and sand buffer materials has been determined
[39], and a detailed evaluation of various clay minerals as potential
buffer materials has been carried out [40].

An Important function of the buffer is to retard the movement of
radionuclides from breached containers to the surrounding rock.
Consequently, the buffer should have a high affinity for radionuclides and
a low diffusivity. The distribution coefficient, K,, Is a measure of the
affinity of a solid for a species In solution; it Is used in the computer
program SYVAC [41] to model the transport of radionuclides through the
buffer. K, Is defined as the ratio of the amount of a chemical species
sorbed on a solid (mol/kg) to the concentration of the chemical species In
the solution In contact with the solid (mol/m ) . K values for
radionuclides and other toxic contaminants with bentonite have been
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compiled from the literature [42], and a research program to study the
effects of pressure, temperature, and solution chemistry on the interaction
of radionuclides with candidate buffer materials is in progress.

The K, values can also be used to estimate the effective
diffusion coefficient (D ) [43] of a solute in the buffer using the
equation:

TD

n = 2-

where: T = tortuosity factor

D = diffusion coefficient of the solute in water
o

p = dry density of the buffer material

n = porosity of the buffer material

Since K, values are much easier to determine than diffusion
coefficients, considerable time and effort can be saved if effective
diffusion coefficients can be calculated using the above equation. Good
agreement has been found between measured values of diffusion coefficients
of Sr in calcium bentonite/sand mixtures and those predicted from K,
determinations [43]. Similar agreement is also observed for Pu diffusion
in calcium bentonite/sand mixtures [44]. Work is continuing on the
measurement of diffusion coefficients of actinides and their K, values in
sodium bentonite/sand mixtures.

An experimental program is underway at WNRE to study other
factors that influence the effective diffusion coefficient in the buffer
material. These factors include initial water content, density,
bentonite/sand ratio, nature of diffusing species, pore water chemistry and
temperature. Research is focusing on the effects of various bentonite/sand
ratios, buffer densities and pore water compositions on the diffusion of

129 99 237 90 239 137
important radionuclides such as I, Tc, Np, Sr, Pu and Cs.

Both smectite and illite-rich clays are being evaluated to
determine their suitability for use as components of the buffer material.
Although smectites are known to transform to illite, studies [45] suggest
that the rate of transformation is extremely slow at temperatures of 100 C
or less. Johnston [46] has reviewed the available information on smectite
diaganesis, and concluded that, under the conditions expected in the
Canadian Shield, smectite to illite transformation Is not likely to
compromise the performance of the buffer material. Experimental work on
this reaction has, therefore, been terminated; however, the significance of
other potential alteration reactions, such as zeolitization and cementa-
tion, is being evaluated. In a study of the effect of pH on smectite
stability, Johnston observed zeolitization of smectite at pH values above 9
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[47] f and concluded that alteration could occur within a few thousand years
at temperatures of 100-150 C. Such pH conditions could occur if
significant quantities of CaO-rich compounds (e.g., cements, concretes) are
used in the disposal vault.

Other possible alteration reactions, including cementation by
silica and ferric hydroxides, may also occur during hydrothermal reaction
of smectite with groundwater [48,49]. These reactions are unlikely to
affect the swelling properties of smectite-based buffer materials in the
short term, but their importance over hundreds of thousands of years is
difficult to quantify, and requires further study.

2.3 ADDITIVES FOR RADIONUCLIDE RETARDATION AND REDOX CONTROL

2.3.1 Additives for the Selective Retardation of Radionuclides

Research is being conducted to test materials that could be added

to the buffer to.,selectlvely sorb iodine-129, which has a long half-life
(t. ,_ = 1.7 x 10 a ) , exists in solution as an anion and does not interact
strongly with geological materials such as clays, sand, and rock.

A number of materials that can remove I from solution have been
identified [50,51]; these include metal oxides and sulfides such as PbO,
PbS, Cu20, HgS, Bi 2S 3, and CuFeS,,, and metallic Cu. The formation of
insoluble metal iodides or oxyio3ides appears to be the likely mechanism
for I fixation.

Although these materials are effective In removing I from
solution in relatively simple systems, this is not necessarily the case
when a clay such as bentonite is present. Research at WNRE has shown that,
in most cases, bentonite significantly decreases the amount of I that Is
removed from solution by metal oxides and sulfides. The same phenomenon
occurs when bentonite is enclosed in a semipermeable membrane to physically
separate bentonite from the additive. Work on the bentonite/PbO/I system
indicates that bentonite may be interfering with the formation of, or
affecting the stability of, a "7PbO'PbI2*2H2O" phase, perhaps by sorbing Pb
[52] (this phase Is not detectable in the presence of bentonite, but is
formed in its absence).

Studies are continuing on the mechanism by which bentonite
inhibits the effectiveness of metal oxides and sulfides with respect to the
'sorption' of I ; the effect of other clays_such as kaolinite and an
illite-rich material on the 'sorption' of I by various compounds is also
being investigated.

One concept being considered for a containment system for the
deep underground disposal of nuclear fuel waste uses a packed-particulate
matrix to provide structural support to a thin-walled, metallic outer
shell. An alternative to mixing an adsorbent for I with the buffer
material would be to add a small percentage of an adsorbent to a relatively
inert filler (such as quartz) inside the container. However, since
bentonite decreases the 'sorption1 of I by various materials even when it
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is contained in semipermeable membrane, more research is needed to evaluate
the effectiveness of this method of I retardation, if a bentonite-based

237 99
buffer is used. Other long-lived radionuclides, for example Np and Tc,

may be retarded by redox mechanisms, discussed in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.2 Additives for Redox Control
When the vault is closed, a large quantity of air will be trapped

in the buffer and backfill. Dissolution of this air in the groundwater
flooding the vault, will result in oxidizing conditions that could be
detrimental to container performance. The oxygen entrapped in backfill

2+materials is expected to be consumed rapidly [53]; Fe dissolving from
ferrous minerals contained in the crushed granite or gabbro, that could
constitute 80% by dry mass of the backfill, will react with dissolved
oxygen. The extent and rate of this reaction is less certain for oxygen
trapped in the buffer material. Preliminary studies [53] indicate that
sodium bentonite has little redox buffering capacity. For this reason, the
addition of finely divided magnetite or some other appropriate ferrous
mineral to the buffer material is being evaluated. Such an approach was
considered in the early Swedish studies [54] and several materials were
shown to be suitable. For a compacted mixture of sand and bentonitt.
containing 50 wt.% sand, it has been estimated that the quantity of
magnetite required to consume entrapped oxygen is very small (<0.05 wt.% of
the buffer material). There is, however, a potential need for a much
greater quantity of redox additive because of the production of hydrogen
peroxide by alpha radiolysis of water that would occur when used fuel
containers are breached by corrosion [55]. Calculations indicate that
several percent of the buffer material may have to be redox additive, in
order to reduce the hydrogen peroxide, or oxidized uranium and fission
products, arising from radiolysis and dissolution reactions. It must also
be emphasized that it is advantageous to maintain a reducing environment in

237 99
the near-field, so that mass transport of radionuclides such as Np, Tc

9 3ft
and U, which are least soluble in their lower oxidation states, is
minimized. This would limit their release to the surrounding rock, where
there is less certainty about the oxidation potential of the groundwater.

Both for redox buffering and selective retardation of
radionuclides, it is necessary to demonstrate that the additives not only
function as predicted, but also that they do not result in unfavorable
reactions. One possible consequence of using a ferrous redox additive is
the eventual cementation of the buffer material by ferric oxyhydroxides
(see Section 2.2). While this may occur to some degree, the overall effect
on vault performance is presently considered to be less deleterious than
allowing oxidizing conditions in the near-field.

2.A PHYSICAL AND -ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF BUFFER MATERIALS

Physical and engineering properties of buffer materials are being
studied by the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment, the Civil
Research Department of Ontario Hydro, and through research contracts with
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Carleton University, McGill University and the University of Manitoba.
These investigations are directed at producing an optimum buffer design by
studying the following properties:

(1) density and index properties

(2) swelling behaviour

(3) hydraulic conductivity

(4) ionic diffusivity

(5) thermal conductivity

(6) load-deformation-time characteristics

(7) strength.

The important physical properties in selecting the buffer
material are the hydraulic conductivity and ionic diffusivity. These
parameters directly affect near-field mass transport of radionuclides, and
inhibition of mass transport is one of the principal functions of the
buffer material. However, the buffer also must be sufficiently strong and
resistant to deformation to support the containers, so that a barrier is
maintained at all times between container and rock. During the period of
the thermal transient after emplacement of the waste, thermal conductivity,
thermal expansion and shrinkage caused by drying are also important.

Several studies have been done to date on the index properties,
compaction characteristics, strength, and deformability of buffer mixes
[56-58]. The results of some of these studies have been summarized [59]
and are presented in Table 2. Typical density-moisture content relation-
ships for buffer materials are shown in Figure 6 [58]. The densities are
those achieved by dynamic compaction using ASTM D 1557-78, and are
representative of those that should be attainable in a disposal vault
[30,60].

Studies of the mechanical properties of buffer materials indicate
that the shear strength of a buffer made of 50 percent crushed granite and
50 percent Na-bentonite, compacted to maximum ASTM D 1557 density, is
sufficient to support waste container loads without shear failure [57].
Other investigations have evaluated the potential for long-term creep
deformation of the buffer (that is, time-dependent deformation under a
stress level lower than the failure shear stress). The investigations have
shown that some initial deformation occurs under container load, and
additional deformation is induced by subsequent water uptake. Gaps may
form between the buffer and the top of the container, and microcracks
within the buffer. The formation of cracks and gaps may, however, be
arrested by swelling of the buffer [61-64],

The hydraulic conductivity and other mass transport properties of
candidate buffer materials are currently under investigation. The studies
consider the influence of clay-to-sand ratio, clay type, buffer density,
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pore fluid composition, temperature, concentration and hydraulic gradient
on the hydraulic conductivity of the buffer [57]. Testing is also in
progress to determine the influence of buffer composition and density on
ionic diffusivity. Knowledge of the hydraulic conductivity and the Ionic
diffusivity of the buffer is required for selection of the buffer and
validation of theoretical mass-transport models.

Studies of the Influence of sand content and density on the
swelling properties of sodium bentonite/sand buffer materials are in
progress. These have shown [65-67] that the swelling pressure of compacted
bentonite/sand mixtures under totally confined conditions principally
depends on the effective clay dry density, y , (the ratio of the mass of
clay to the combined volume of the clay plus voids) and Is virtually
independent of the sand content. The relationship between swelling
pressure and Y for sodium bentonite/sand mixtures Is shown in Figure 7.
y also appears to be the main variable on which the coefficients of
hydraulic conductivity and ionic diffusivity depend. Future work will
examine the effects of temperature and ionic concentration in the
groundwater on swelling properties.

The Civil Research Department of Ontario Hydro has conducted
extensive Investigations on the thermal properties of bentonite, kaolinite
and air-floated illitic shale (see Table 1 for composition), mixed with
sand and crushed granite [68,69]. The data show that the thermal
conductivity Increases with increasing sand content, temperature, density

and degree of saturation, but lies within the range 0.8-2.5 W*m * C
Thermal modelling studies [70,71] suggest that, with the low heat loadings
of the waste forms currently being considered in the Canadian program, the
temperature at the container/buffer interface would not change by more than
10 K for this range of thermal conductivities. Experiments at the Stripa
Mine in Sweden have shown that, for a number of years after container
emplacement, the buffer material may lose water. Drying shrinkage may
occur and the buffer may crack prior to rewetting of the material. Tests
have been completed [58] that show that increasing the sand content
decreases the drying shrinkage of sand/clay buffer material and, if the
sand content Is 50 percent or more and the degree of saturation of the
buffer is less than 95%, compacted clay/sand mixtures suffer virtually no
drying shrinkage. The effects of drying and wetting on the coefficients of
hydraulic conductivity and ionic diffusivity remain to be examined.

Laboratory modelling studies of the thermal interaction between
container, buffer, backfill and rock have been undertaken. Physical models
that use concrete blocks to simulate the rock around an emplacement
borehole, to a scale of approximately 1:5, have been constructed at Ontario
Hydro and at the Department of Civil Engineering of Carleton University.
The two projects are carried out jointly; preliminary results have been
reported [72]. Figure 8 shows a schematic diagram of the Carleton
University model.

Swelling pressures, generated as the buffer is heated and takes
up water, must be considered, since high swelling pressures may create
unfavorable stress conditions around the waste containers. The current
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conceptual designs for fuel waste containers require that they withstand
collapse due to the hydrostatic head of water at the vault depth [31]. If
very high pressures are generated In the buffer or backfill, the waste
containers could be deformed and premature failure could occur after
backfilling is completed. One of the research goals of the buffer and
backfill program Is to ensure that the buffer does not generate excessive
swelling pressures and that the backfill is capable of deforming
sufficiently to relieve the buffer swelling pressure.

The Department of Civil Engineering of Carleton University
recently completed a theoretical study of the effect of hydrostatic
pressures on container displacement [73-75]. The study investigated the
case where the pressures are transmitted through the buffer, assumed to be
an elasto-plastic medium, to the container, and found that the container
may experience small lateral displacements. This situation could
conceivably occur In the immediate post-emplacement period if the rate of
Increase In hydraulic pressure at the buffer-rock interface exceeds the
rate of pressure relief due to water uptake by the buffer. In the
long-term, the pore spaces of the buffer would become saturated and
hydrostatic pressures would be transmitted through the fluid.

Another aspect of the potential state-of-stress around containers
that is receiving attention, Is the nature of the interaction between fluid
(pore) pressure and swelling pressure under confined conditions. It Is not
clear currently whether these two pressures are totally additive or only
partially so. It is expected that the model experiments at Carleton
University, the field experiments proposed for the Underground Research
Laboratory, and laboratory work in progress, will resolve this uncertainty.

The rate and mechanism of transport of water, salts,

radionuclides and oxidants through the buffer are of vital importance in
buffer selection. These parameters are being studied in detail as they
affect both the physical and chemical behaviour of the system by
contributing to both heat and mass transport. Empirical and theoretical
ralationships have been suggested for calculating mass-transport rates In
soils at room temperature and atmospheric pressure [76]. An experimental
program is planned to test the usefulness of these relationships at higher
temperatures and pressures, and under temperature gradient conditions.
Salt and water migration will be measured for a range of buffer density,
water chemistry, pressure, temperature and temperature gradient, in order
to develop empirical or theoretical models that can be used to simulate
underground disposal conditions. This program will be Integrated with the
buffer-chemistry research program, and will provide experimental Input to
the near-field mass-transport modelling.

The testing of clay-sand buffer materials to determine their
physical and engineering properties is continuing. Current research is
concentrating on determining the hydraulic conductivity, swelling pressure
and load-deformation properties. The influence of factors such as
temperature, hydraulic gradient, and pore fluid composition on the
behaviour of the buffer is also under investigation.
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The results of research on physical and engineering properties
will be integrated with the buffer chemistry and container design research,
to provide comprehensive design criteria for the assessment of the disposal
concept.

3. BACKFILL DEVELOPMENT

The term backfill refers to the material used to fill any part of
the nuclear waste vault other than that occupied by the waste form, buffer
and seals (see Figure 2). Thus the backfill does not directly contact the
waste containers, and hence is farther from the heat source. The maximum
temperature reached in the backfill is expected to be lower than that in
the buffer and, hence, the requirements for thermal stability are easier to
meet. The physical and chemical properties of the backfill that are of
interest are similar to those for the buffer. The required volume of
backfill is much greater than that of buffer, and this may restrict
somewhat the choice of materials on the grounds of effective resource
utilization and cost.

The reference backfill material is a mixture of 25 percent clay
and 75 percent crushed granite (particle size smaller than 19 mm). The
clay is sedimentary material from glacial Lake Agassiz, mined in a quarry
In Winnipeg. Glacial lake clays are widely distributed in Ontario, Quebec
and Manitoba. They have been chosen on the assumption that a source of
similar materials may be expected In the area of a disposal vault. The
reference aggregate is crushed granite from a quarry in the Lac Du Bonnet
batholith in Manitoba. The use of granite is based on the assumption that
crushed rock from excavation of the vault will be used in the backfill.

3.1 CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF BACKFILL

While the chemical properties of the backfill material are
somewhat less important than its engineering and mass-transport properties,
some consideration must be given to the potential for alteration of the
crushed host rock, which will comprise the majority of the backfill, and
the reaction of radionuclides with backfill material. The alteration of
both crushed granite and gabbro has been discussed by Johnston and Miller
[48], who concluded that the alteration would not be significant for
granite, but could be appreciable for gabbro. The effects of alteration,
In any event, are almost certainly beneficial because the alteration
product would be composed largely of clay minerals. Significant volume
increase could occur upon alteration of gabbro, probably resulting In
decreased permeability of the backfill. Volume changes from alteration of
granite would probably be smaller.

Information on the sorption properties of clay minerals, which
would initially constitute approximately 25% of the backfill, will be
obtained from the buffer development program. Since no significant
disadvantages have been identified with the use of crushed host rock as
backfill, alternative materials have not been considered.
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3.2 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF BACKFILL AND
DEVELOPMENT OF BACKFILL FORMULATIONS

A three-year research program contracted by AECL with the
Geotechnical Research Centre of McGill University (GRC) Is now near
completion. The results of the first two years of investigation have been
reported [77-79],

The studies by the GRC on the development of a formulation for
backfill composition have investigated the effects of aggregate-size
distribution and the chemistry of compaction water on backfill density and
plasticity. The materials used in this study are a smectite and
illite-rich glacial-lake clay, crushed granite, and AECL's synthetic
granite groundwater (GGW). Some tests have been performed with sodium
bentonite and saline water for comparison. Backfill samples were
compacted in a 152-mm-diameter mold using standard ASTM D 1557-78. Several
clay-to-aggregate ratios have been used, as well as several gradations of
the aggregate. The aggregate mixes were determined using the
Talbot-Richart relationship [80]:

p = 100 (d/D) n

where p = percent of material mass passing a sieve with size d.

D = maximum particle size of a given aggregate.

n = a variable exponent (values of n from 0.04 to 0.5 were used
in the experiments).

A matrix of compaction tests was completed [77,78] for varying D
and n, and for different mixing water compositions: distilled water (DW),
low-salinity granite groundwater (GGW), and Standard Canadian Shield Saline
Solution (SCSSS).

The variation of dry density with clay content and maximum
particle size is shown in Figure 9. The tests Indicate that well-graded
granite, crushed to less than 19 mm, gives the highest dry density. It has
also been shown that the salinity of the mixing water has a small, but
noticeable effect on compacted density, with the high-salinity water
yielding the higher density. The tests have further shown that a
glacial-lake clay exhibits many of the properties of the more expensive
commercial bentonites, including some swelling potential. These results
tend to confirm the suggestion made by Swedish workers [81] that clays
other than bentonite may prove to be a suitable component of the backfill.

The results of constant head hydraulic conductivity tests on
samples of compacted candidate backfill are presented in Table 3 [78].
Generally, it appears that as clay content is increased, permeability
decreases. The relationship, shown in Figure 10, between hydraulic
conductivity and clay content is linear (on a semilogarithmic scale) up to
a clay content of approximately 10%, beyond which the curve tends to
converge to an asymptotic value.
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Swelling pressure tests were performed on samples containing 20%
glacial lake clay and 80% aggregate (maximum size 19 mm), compacted to a

3
dry density of 2.14 Mg/m . A maximum lateral pressure of approximately 60
kPa was recorded under a hydraulic gradient of 10:1 across the sample.
Laterally confined, free swell tests on samples of similar composition and
density resulted in increases in volume of between 4 and 6 percent.

Experimental work was also carried out to assess the shrinkage
behaviour of backfill mixes upon drying. The experiments were performed
for clay-to-aggregate ratios ranging from 10/90 to 100/0 percent by mass.
Volumetric shrinkage increases with increasing clay content attaining a
maximum at a clay content of 80%, above which the trend is reversed.
Samples with a clay content of approximately 28% showed no observable
volume change during drying. Cracks were formed in these samples and the
cracks were sealed by swelling when the samples were subsequently
rehydrated. Successive drying and wetting cycles resulted in the formation
of cracks at the same locations as those formed during previous cycles. At
the start of the first drying cycle a sample was relatively homogeneous in
appearance. Following the second drying cycle the sample had clean granite
grains clearly visible at the exposed surfaces, which indicated debonding
between the aggregate and the clay matrix. On rehydration, the granite
grains remained detached from the clay matrix. This suggests that local
debonding between the clay particles and granite grains may occur due to
cyclic drying and wetting of the backfill.

Natural glacial lake clays contain variable amounts of organic
matter that may have to be removed prior to emplacement in the vault. The
Geotechnical Research Centre attempted to remove organic matter from Lake
Agassiz clay by bubbling ozone through a thin water suspension of the clay
for various periods, after which the supernatant water was syphoned off.
The organic matter content of samples treated for different ozonation times
was determined separately by treatment with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),
potassium dichromate (KjCrjOy) and by ignition at 600 C temperature. The

organic content, determined by these three methods, shrinkage properties
and liquid and plastic limits are presented in Table 4. The three methods
of organic content determination produced three different results.
Reaction with hydrogen peroxide tends to also remove carbogate from the
soil. In addition to removal of organics, Ignition at 600 C tends to
remove inorganic matter, especially through dehydroxylation of
aluminosilicates. The KjC^Oy results for organic content indicate that

ozonation removes organic matter from the clay. The plasticity index of
the clay tends to decrease with ozonation time. In all cases, the
plasticity index of the soil is less with SCSSS than with either DW or GGW.

Currently, a large-scale swelling pressure test on a reference
clay-aggregate backfill mixture is in progress at the GRC. The granite
aggregate selected for the test has a maximum aggregate size D * 19.05 mm,
and a value of the exponent n = 0.25, which gives a clay-to-aggregate ratio
of 25:75 by mass. The choice of this mix was made after analysis of
compaction, swelling pressure, hydraulic conductivity, strength and other
tests. The objectives of this investigation are:
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(1) to determine the rate of development, and the maximum value,
of the swelling pressure under confined conditions and using
various hydraulic gradients,

(2) to determine the change in soil suction during sample saturation,
and

(3) to observe and predict the rate of advance of th<; wetting
front under various hydraulic gradients.

The current test is solely concerned with a one-layer backfill
system. Future testing will examine a two-layer system (i.e., backfill
with a buffer material layer).

The apparatus for the large-scale test consists of a cylindrical
steel cell and a piston (see Figure 11) [78]. The cell has an inner
diameter of 410 mm and a total height of 1830 mm. The inner wall is
chromium-plated, thus providing a relatively smooth surface and minimizing
corrosion. Water is admitted into the sample through a porous stone at the
base of the apparatus. A counterweighted piston and a load cell at the top
of the sample are used to measure swelling pressures. Soil moisture probes
are installed at the sides of the tank to measure soil suction and the
migration of the wetting front. The tests are currently in progress and,
therefore, final results are not yet available.

A new research program to study the mechanical, thermal and mass
transport interaction between buffer and backfill is now in progress. This
study will prepare analytical, numerical and physical models to study
processes such as the deformation of the backfill due to swelling of the
buffer, water migration, and heat transfer, between buffer and backfill.

A time-logic diagram of the backfill development program is
presented in Figure 12. The studies on materials properties and mix
formulation are now at an advanced stage, and will lead to a backfill
compaction and emplacement recommendation in FY 1985-86. These activities
will be followed by the preparation of documentation on backfill for
Concept Assessment. Experiments in the Underground Research Laboratory are
expected to start by about 1991.

4. BUFFER AND BACKFILL ENGINEERING

In 1983, a consortium of consulting engineering companies was
engaged to study the acquisition, preparation and treatment, blending,
quality control, transportation and emplacement of the buffer and backfill
materials. The study included an analysis of the economic aspects of these
components of a disposal system. The results of these studies are reported
In detail elsewhere [30, 82-85]. A brief summary of the assumptions made
and the major findings of the study is presented here.
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The materials acquisition and transportation studies identified
suppliers of candidate buffer and backfill clays across Canada (Figure 13).
Sodium bentonite is available in Alberta and Saskatchewan, calcium bento-
nite in Manitoba, and ground illitic shale in southern Ontario. Of the two
sodium bentonites, the one from Saskatchewan was selected for future
research studies.

A glacial-lake clay from a producing Winnipeg pit was selected as
the candidate backfill material. This clay is similar to the other clays
available throughout Ontario, and it is probable that deposits of similar
quality can be developed in the vicinity of a nuclear fuel waste disposal
vault.

Costs of acquisition and transportation were developed for
assumed distances from the producer to the vault site. Since the final
site is not known, a study of the sensitivity of transportation costs to
distance was also made. Transportation was assumed to be in bulk, by rail
and freight truck.

Preparation of the raw materials would include milling and
screening of the clay, and crushing, milling and screening of the excavated
host rock. If bacterial activity in the buffer proves to be a concern,
treatment may be required to reduce the organic content.

Flow sheets and costs were developed for materials preparation
(Figure 14). The processes assumed in the preparation of buffer and
backfill clay are: reception, quality control, organic matter reduction by
ozonation, and removal of other impurities. It was assumed that the clays
would arrive on site already ground and air dried. The aggregate for both
the buffer and backfill was assumed to be crushed and screened granite from
vault excavation. The flow sheet includes tiiree crushing circuits:
coarse, medium and fine.

Quality control would have to be applied to the blending of the
buffer and backfill, particularly with regard to water content.
Transportation and emplacement of the buffer must not result In segregation
of its components. Methods of measuring the density of the emplaced
material may also be required, because of the importance of this parameter
in controlling water transport and radionuclide migration.

Costs were also developed for materials handling. It was assumed
that buffer and backfill would be mixed and moisture-conditioned at the
surface, and transported underground in 4.5-m^ sealed containers. Vertical
transportation would be by a dual-cage hoist, and horizontal transportation
by rubber-tired, electric trucks.

It was assumed that emplacement of containers would proceed In
four stages: 1) compaction of the buffer (either In-hole or in-room), 2)
drilling holes into the buffer, 3) emplacing containers and capping the
holes, and 4) backfilling. Stages 1, 2 and 4 could be carried out by
conventional equipment in a benign environment. Due to the radiation
fields, Stage 3 would require the use of either shielded, manually
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operated, or remote-controlled equipment. Compaction of the buffer in
boreholes would be carried out using specially designed tampers.
Compaction of earthen sealing materials ir. rooms, tunnels and shafts would
be principally achieved by the use of rolling and tamping equipment that is
presently commercially available.

Waste handing was considered briefly in the early conceptual
design studies for the disposal vault [86]. The use of shielded
underground transportation of the waste package and, for the case of
in-room emplacement, shielded vehicles to compact the buffer was
recommended. A more recent study of waste package handling recommends
unshielded transportation of the package using a roof-mounted monorail
[87]. The implications of this method on buffer emplacement methodology
have not been assessed.

Materials acquisition, treatment and handling will be major
topics in the backfill program, initially to assist in the selection of
components of the backfill, and later to develop and demonstrate methods
for their successful use. The clays would have to be mined, crushed, dried
and transported to the disposal site, where crushed rock and/or sand would
be added, and the mixture homogenized and tested before transport to the
point of use. The type of equipment and techniques required for
backfilling will depend on whether the area being backfilled is a
horizontal room or a vertical shaft.

Backfill emplacement in rooms and tunnels would probably proceed
in two stages. Prepackaged loose material would be trucked to the
emplacement area, spread, and compacted by mobile compaction equipment.
When head room has been reduced below that suitable for using compactors,
hydraulic or pneumatic emplacement techniques could be used to fill the
remaining void. The backfill material would be piped to the backfilling
area, where it would be forced under pressure into the voids.

Once the backfill composition has been selected, several aspects
of backfill emplacement in rooms and tunnels will require research and
development. Emplacement techniques and quality control will probably be
the most important considerations. For example, presuming fine-grained
material is used as part of the backfill, some water may be required to
minimize dust hazard and to ensure good compaction. It will be necessary
to know the optimum moisture content, and how to control this within the
required range during emplacement. It may be necessary to rely on the
swelling properties of the clay component to ensure the backfill fills all
of the surface irregularities in the rock produced during vault
construction and operation.

Almost all conventional mine backfilling technology is directed
towards stabilization of heavy ground or to provide working levels for ore
extraction. Portland cement is commonly added to Increase backfill
strength, and hydraulic conductivity is often kept fairly high to permit
adequate drainage. In vault backfilling it is unlikely that high strength
will be important, but it is likely that reasonably low hydraulic conduc-
tivity will be required. Porosity and hydraulic conductivity control
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during emplacement would be important considerations, as these factors
would determine, at least partially, the rate of water penetration to the
waste container. If wetting is rapid, or if the backfill is eniplaceH wet
and the hydraulic conductivity of the surrounding rock is low, the
volumetric expansion of the trapped liquid water during the heating period
following emplacement may control the pressure regime. Because the fuel
waste containers are designed to withstand a pressure of 10 MPa, care must
be taken to ensure that pressure does not exceed this value.

The emplacement technology used to backfill shafts can be
expected to differ from that used to backfill rooms and tunnels. Shafts
will be tcccessible to machinery at all levels and the work can be
performed on a horizontal surface, with adequate headroom, at all times.
No radiation hazards should be present, and remote-control backfilling
should not be necessary. Moreover, the shafts would not be close to the
waste disposal rooms and, hence, temperatures should not rise significantly
above ambient. Thus, backfill material can be selected based on factors
such as ease of compaction, rheological properties and hydraulic
conductivity. Low hydraulic conductivity would be required, not only
through the backfill but also along the contact between the backfill and
shaft walls. Special seals may be required in some sections of the shaft
to limit flows in excavation damaged zones in the rock. This is discussed
further in Section 5.

Table 5 illustrates the total backfill system cost for one case,
TEC-2 containers of used fuel. A total disposal facility cost on a common
1984 dollar base was also prepared by updating previous cost estimates for
vault mining, surface facilities ^nd waste handling systems [30,87].
Capital, operating and maintenance costs were developed for the two
emplacement configurations, two waste forms and three container types,
giving a total of five cases. The comparative costs for the five cases
analyzed are shown in Table 6.

5. TUNNEL AND SHAFT SEALING

5.1 ENGINEERING CONCEPTS FOR SEALING HORIZONTAL
ROOMS AND TUNNELS

The horizontal works in a nuclear fuel waste disposal vault can
be divided into two categories; i) waste emplacement rooms and ii) panel,
haulage and access tunnels. A typical vault layout is shown in Figure 15
[30], All rooms and tunnels would be backfilled after container
emplacement.

The crushed granite/natural clay backfill material would be
emplaced at a moisture content that gives maximum density after compaction.
Rooms and tunnels would be backfilled In three stages; in the first, the
backfill material, prepared at the surface, would be taken to the
appropriate location in the vault by manned, electrically powered trucks,
spread, and compacted by conventional compactors to within approximately
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2 m of the crown of tunnels and rooms. In the second stage backfill would
be compacted to within approximately 1.5 m of the crown using unmanned,
low-clearance equipment. In the third phase, the opening at the top of the
backfill would be closed by hydraulically or pneumatically stowing the
backfill in a fashion similar to the application of shotcrete, or using
specially designed vertical compaction equipment [30]. Pneumatic stowing
techniques were used to seal the Buffer Mass Test of the Stripa project in
Sweden [88].

Permanent closures would be installed at the entrance of rooms to
prevent extrusion of the backfill into adjacent tunnels. A thick
unreinforced concrete plug, or a reinforced concrete bulkhead, both tightly
keyed to the surrounding rock would be designed to resist thrust from the
backfill and close the rooms.

Tests in the Underground Research Laboratory will provide
information on the density and pressures to be expected in the backfill.

5.2. ENGINEERING CONCEPTS FOR SEALING SHAFTS

An underground nuclear fuel waste disposal vault will include
several shafts for access, materials handling and ventilation. Shafts are
potential pathways for the migration of radionuclides from the disposal
level to the biosphere. The shafts will be backfilled and it may be
necessary to Install specially designed seals, at strategic locations in
the shaft to ensure a tight closure. These shaft seals will be required to
limit flow in: i) the seal itself, 11) the interface between the seal and
rock and iii) the zone of rock disturbed by excavation. A properly
engineered seal must provide a tight closure of all three components.

Experience in the mining industry [89] indicates

(1) The host rock, and secondarily the host rock/seal interface,
are the most likely sources of seal failure.

(2) Multiple barrier seals are desirable.

(3) Several different types of seal geometry should be employed.

(4) Seals successful for short periods of time (tens of years) have
been installed.

Several conceptual designs of double- and multiple-barrier seals
have been proposed [90-93]. Studies have also been conducted on the
selection and evaluation of materials for seals [94,95].

The Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program is considering
backfilling shafts with material similar to that used to backfill rooms and
tunnels (i.e., compacted mixtures of crushed granite and lake clay).
Specially designed, very low-permeability seals at selected locations,
which may include grouting of the surrounding rock and of the seal-rock
contact, will be used to limit flow in the excavation damaged zone and at
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the shaft perimeter. Shaft backfill and seals will not experience a
significant rise in temperature and, consequently, hydrothermal alteration
is a less important consideration for shaft backfill and sealing materials
than for room and tunnel seals.

A multiple-barrier seal, which holds considerable promise for
shafts, is being tested as part of the Stripa project in Sweden. It
consists of two rigid retaining bulkheads (possibly made of plain or
reinforced concrete) separated by a thick pad of precompacted bentonite
blocks. As water penetrates the bentonite, the swelling pressure ensures a
tight seal between the clay and the rock. Liners that might have been
installed in the shaft would have to be removed before construction of this
seal. A key cut into the rock, eliminates the excavation-damaged zone
around the shaft. The rock around the bulkheads could be grouted, and
contact grout could be applied to the bulkhead-rock interface. The
concepts for shaft sealing consider the inclusion of several such multiple
seal? in each shaft.

Studies have been completed to evaluate the state of stress in
backfilled shafts, and the influence this may have on the performance of
seals [96,97]. This work will be complemented by laboratory studies in
model shafts at the Civil Research Department of Ontario Hydro-
Characterization and formulation of backfilling materials, performed by the
Geotechnical Research Centre of McGill University under a research contract
with Atomic Energy of Canada Limited has been described in Section 3. A
study to develop conceptual engineering designs and cost estimates has been
initiated and will be completed in FY 86/87.

Techniques for construction, quality control, and assessment of
performance of shaft seals are being considered for the Underground
Research Laboratory. Details are given in Section 9.

A time-logic diagram of the grouting and shaft sealing
development program is shown in Figure 16. The schedule is designed to
provide detailed materials and general design specifications at the time of
submission of the Concept Assessment documentation.

6. GROUTING TECHNOLOGY

6.1 ROCK-FACE CONDITIONS IN MINED OPENINGS

Rock-face conditions are described only in general terms in this
document. The research focussing on rock-face conditions is described in
more detail in the Geoscience Program Document [98],

There are three types of natural rock conditions that may be
encountered during vault construction: (1) fractured and shattered rock of
high hydraulic conductivity, with or without flowing water, (2) ubiqui-
tously jointed rocks of moderate to low hydraulic conductivity and (3)
blocks of largely massive rock of low hydraulic conductivity, separated by
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open or closed joints with several metres spacing between joints. In
addition, a damaged zone will be created around the excavations by
redistribution of the pre-existing stress field, and physical damage to the
rock during excavation. The thickness of the damaged zone is estimated by
Wiles and Mahtab [99] to average 0.5 m on the wall, back and floor of
drifts, rooms and pillars. Empirical information from operating mines
suggests that it could be as thick as three metres [100] in some zones.
Conventional rock bolts and wire mesh could be required locally to prevent
rock falls from this damaged zone.

Information required for the grouting program includes an
estimate of the hydraulic conductivity and extent of naturally-occurring or
excavation-induced damage zones. Rock faces exposed during excavation
would be visually inspected. In addition, the thickness of the damaged
zone and its hydraulic conductivity would have to be assessed in regions of
interest for the location of seals. A number of geophysical tools may be
used for assessing rock-mass properties. Hydrogeological tools, such as
borehole packer and pump systems, and vacuum permeability techniques can be
adapted for estimating hydraulic conductivity. Chemical and radiometric
tracer systems can be utilized for testing interconnection of permeable
zones.

Preliminary conceptual designs for a disposal vault have a number
of access and ventilation shafts, ranging from 3.6 to 7.3 m in diameter
[10,11,30]. Part or all of these shafts may be lined, to minimize danger
to personnel and equipment from rock bursts or water. Liners would
preclude access to the rock wall and, hence, all direct geological and
structural observations must be completed during shaft excavation. Once a
shaft liner is in place, structural investigation would be limited to
indirect observation by geophysical instruments, or by boreholes drilled
through the liner. If rock conditions are such that grouting is required
for safe operation, grouting activities can take place either as shaft
sinking proceeds or after the liner is in place, depending on the
construction schedule and rock conditions. Where shafts are lined,
techniques would be needed to evaluate the quality of sealing between the
shaft liner and the surrounding rock; if it is not possible to make an
adequate seal along this interface, the shaft liner would have to be
removed before backfilling and sealing; e.g., it would not be possible to
remove grout injected into the surrounding rock, so this grouting must be
regarded as a permanent feature of the vault.

6.2 GROUTING APPLICATIONS

Grouting is commonly used in engineering practice to increase the
strength and decrease the hydraulic conductivity of rock formations.
Grouting consists of injecting a cementitious, clay-based or chemical
mixture into the zones requiring treatment, which then sets or gels to
confer the required properties to the rock mass.

Grouting in a nuclear fuel waste disposal vault would be carried
out for the following purposes:
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(i) As part of the construction phase of the vault, where grouting is
done during excavation. The objective of this type of grouting
is to improve safety, by limiting water flow into the facility,
and to strengthen the rock mass. The requirements of this type
of grouting are likely to be readily met by existing materials
and techniques.

(ii) As part of vault sealing operations, for which the grout would be
one of the engineered barriers, sealing fractures in the rock to
prevent water flow to and away from the waste. The requirements
for this second type of grouting are therefore much more
stringent than for the first.

Although these two types of grouting operation are described
separately here, it is probable that some of the vault sealing grouting (ii
above) will be performed during vault construction.

The methods and procedures to be used for grouting would depend
on the specific task in hand. Tasks would include: grouting (into an open
face) of fractures, which intercept shafts and tunnels, contact grouting of
shaft liners and concrete bulkheads to the rock, grouting of the rock
behind shaft liners or concrete bulkheads, grouting of fractures, which
intercept waste emplacement boreholes, and grouting of rock bolts used to
stabilize vault walls and crowns. Details of the grout materials and
techniques to be used would differ for each of these applications [101].

6.3 GROUTING MATERIALS

Current grouting practice uses one of three basic materials:
cement-based, clay-based or chemical grouts. The choice depends on the
ground conditions and the requirements and objectives of the individual
project. Cement-based grouts are used predominantly for sealing fractures
and fracture zones in rock, for structural and water-control purposes, and
for cementing sandy soils. Grouts that are exclusively clay-based are not
used very often, but are generally mixed with cement grouts. Clay grouts
may be used without cement for sealing thin fractures in rock. Chemical
grouts are used for the improvement of sandy soils, to produce a sandstone-
like mass capable of carrying loads, and for water-control purposes where
the grout material completely fills the voids to stop water flow. Some of
the physical and chemical factors that must be considered in grout
selection are listed in Table 7 [102]. Some preliminary specifications are
given, and compared to the state of the art in Table 8 [16,102]

Because of their wide application to fracture grouting, cement
grouts are likely to be used in many instances for grouting the rock
surrounding a nuclear fuel waste disposal vault. Their cementitious
properties ensure that they will resist erosion for long periods of time.
Hardened cement paste has a hydraulic conductivity equal to, or lower than
that of intact granite [103]. Despite a paucity of data on the longevity
of cements, a cement grout may be used with a reasonable level of
confidence that It will maintain its integrity for a long time. Very fine
cements are now in use, which have the ability to penetrate the finer
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fractures. These materials seem well suited for use In grouting a disposal
vault; they have the additional advantage of producing very small
quantities of bleed water, which generally causes poor and incomplete
fracture filling.

Clay-based grouts are able to penetrate very narrow fractures
because of their very small particle size. One definite advantage of clay
grouts is that they are stable weathering products of rocks, under a
variety of environmental conditions; therefore they should be stable for
very long periods of time. The susceptibility of clay grouts to physical
erosion and dispersion in the groundwater is a potential disadvantage that
remains to be investigated.

Chemical grcuts have potential for use In sealing rock fractures.
A wide variety of chemical grouts is currently in use, most of them in the
form of aqueous solutions. Sodium silicate-based solutions are the most
common. Reactants can be added to the solutions to Impart desired
properties to the fluid grout or the hardened gel. They can be toxic and
few data are available either on their long-term stability In, or their
compatibility with, the underground environment. For these reasons, at
present, chemical grouts are not being seriously considered for vault
sealing. Preliminary analysis indicates that the sodium silicate-based
chemical grouts should be the most suitable for use as they are nontoxic
and could be designed to be compatible with the rock.

Work performed to date in the laboratory on grouting materials
has looked at both clay-based and cementitous grouts. Chan [104,105], in a
comparative study of several swelling and nonswelling clays, concludes that
sodium-bentonite Is the most suitable of the grouting materials tested.
Mukherjee [106] gives a review and discussion of the chemical and physical
properties of several cements with respect to their suitability for
grouting. A short list of most suitable grouts is presented. Hooton [107]
performed a series of leach tests on nine cement grouts, to determine the
effects the grout would have on the chemistry of selected groundwaters.
The results of these tests Indicate that an American Petroleum Institute
Class 'G' oilwell cement grout has the least effect on the chemical
composition of a synthetic granitic groundwater solution.

6.4 GROUT INJECTION AND TESTING

Grout Injection techniques are highly developed and a great
variety of equipment is available for routine use [102]. A wide range of
technical literature and empirical experience is available for
consultation, when planning a grouting program. The principal factors
governing the choice of grouts are the initial conditions of the rock
formation and the final specifications for the grouted formation. For
example, different techniques would be chosen for sealing a shattered rock
of low strength and high hydraulic conductivity than for sealing fine,
widely spaced, water-bearing fractures or for sealing shear zones infilled
with alteration products such as clay. Only on-site investigations can
provide the range of information needed for making a good selection of
equipment and materials. Conventional mining and civil engineering
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experience suggests that even the most comprehensive grouting program will
not result in hydraulic conductivities lower than about 1CT' m/s [108]. If
design criteria for a nuclearyfuel waste vault specify a hydraulic
conductivity of less than 10 m/s, it would be necessary to develop novel
techniques for grout injection. One such technique currently under
investigation is electrokinematic injection of colloidal slurries of
bentonites into fine fractures [109]. These techniques remain to be
assessed.

Comprehensive reviews of grouting technology have been done as
part of the research activities of the vault sealing program [101,102,110].
A summary of the major findings of these reviews follows.

Grout hole spacings and orientation would be determined from the
initial geological data on fracture patterns. Grout holes would be
arranged so as to intercept as many fractures as possible. Additional
grout holes would be drilled, and secondary grouting performed, if post-
grouting characterization indicates unacceptable grout penetration.

Pre- and post-grouting characterization would be carried out to
obtain as clear an indication as possible of the extent of fracturing
within the rock mass and to assess the effectiveness of the grout in
reducing the hydraulic conductivity of the rock mass. In the case of
grouting of the rock surrounding a nuclear fuel waste disposal vault, it is
likely that the techniques used for characterization will need to be more
stringent than the Lugeon water test, currently used in normal civil
engineering applications [111]. The development of hydrogeological tests
(such as constant hydraulic head, hydraulic wave, constant-rate pump
interference groundwater sampling), tracer tests for hydraulic continuity,
and geophysical tests, (such as borehole radar and cross-hole seismic
methods) will likely be necessary. Experiments to this end are being
considered for conduct in the Underground Research Laboratory [15J.

Thin mixes (low viscosity mixes with high waterrsolids ratio)
have the ability to penetrate narrow fractures, but can produce bleed water
as particulate matter comes out of suspension, often resulting in
incomplete filling of the fracture. Usually, thin mixes are used in the
first part of a grout application to penetrate the fine fractures; the
thickness of the mix is increased in subsequent applications. The choice
of the waterrsolids ratio in the grout is normally left to the experience
of the site grouting engineer.

The choice of grout pressures depends on the competence of the
rock, fracture orientation, in-situ rock stress, and distance from the
excavation face. North American grouting practice generally suggests that
grouting pressures should be approximately 1 psi per foot depth (J* 25
kPa/m) below the ground surface. This rule of thumb relates to grouting of
rock close to the ground surface, and may not be applicable at greater
depths. Unnecessarily high grout pressures will tend to open existing
fractures, and could create new fractures. This, however, could assist in
the creation of a thick "blanket" of grouted rock around a vault.
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Quality control of grouting, assessment of the final hydraulic
conductivity of the rock mass, and durability of the grout will require
extensive investigation under the range of conditions expected in the
vault. Testing of materials and technology under realistic field
conditions will be a major component of our research program in the URL
[15], where grout injection and pre- and post-grouting characterization
tests are planned. These tests will be coordinated with research on rock
mechanics and hydrogeology [98].

7. BOREHOLE SEALING

Reviews of seal requirements, material properties and emplacement
technology for borehole seals have been completed [112-116]. These include
an assessment of the knowledge and experience gained in nuclear waste
management programs outside of Canada [112].

The reviews indicate that the primary requirements for a borehole
s°al are:

(i) the hydraulic conductivity through the sealing material and along
the seal/rock interface should be as low as that of the host rock
mass;

(ii) procedures must be available to emplace a seal that completely

fills the borehole, avoiding the formation of channels along the

contact zone between the seal and the borehole wall; and

(iii) the long-term performance of seal materials must ensure that the
preceding requirements are maintained over a sufficiently long
period, so that boreholes will not act as preferential paths for
radionuclide migration to the biosphere.

7.1 SEALING MATERIALS

Research to date on materials for borehole sealing has focussed
on cements and clays.

7.1.1 Cementitlous Seals

Much work has been done in the United States of America [113-116]
to characterize a variety of cements for borehole seals. This has shown
that the permeabilities of these materials can be at least as low as that
of intact granite. The cement mixes were mainly selected to be compatible
with host rocks of an evaporite sequence, such as potash, halite and
anhydrite; limited work on cements for use in crystalline rocks has
indicated equally low values of permeability. The Canadian vault sealing
program will require the selection and study of cement mixes most likely to
be compatible with groundwaters and granites of the Canadian Shield. These
studies should Include assessment of the longevity of the cements in the
underground environment, and their compatibility with other engineered
barriers.
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Results from a field testing program for borehole seals carried
out In the United States [117-119] indicate that the greatest rate of flow
across a borehole seal occurs along the seal/rock interface. Additional
testing is required to evaluate flow characteristics across sealed
boreholes in granite rock. Such tests are being planned for installation
in the URL (see Section 9).

Extensive work has been carried out in the oil and gas industries
placing cement plugs in boreholes, to isolate selected strata or to seal
wells for abandonment. All of this work has used cement as the sealing
material. The American Petroleum Institute, A.P.I. Spec. 10 [120], lists
specifications for cements to be used for cementing casings, and for
sealing wells in a variety of underground environments. These are
primarily sulphate-resistant, but also include expansive and shrinkage-
compensating cements [121]. A variety of additives are used with these
cements to improve their rheological properties, strength and durability.
These additives could also be used to condition cements, to satisfy the
requirements for sealing exploratory boreholes at the site of a nuclear
fuel waste disposal vault.

7.1.2 Clay-based Seals

Earthen materials for use in borehole sealing include bentonlte
clays [122], and finely ground, clay-rich shales [123]. They can be
emplaced as dry powders, as colloidal slurries, or in the form of precotn-
pressed plugs. Tests on compacted clayey materials have shown that they
can exhibit hydraulic conductivities of less than 10 1^ m/s. Some of these
materials tend to swell on hydration, and, hence, have the potential to
completely fill the borehole. Clay materials are products of rock
weathering and can be selscted to be chemically compatible with the host
rock, or the rock alteration products. Therefore, they can be expected to
be durable. Being plastic, water-saturated clays have the ability to
penetrate small fractures intersecting the borehole, and to remain
intimately in contact with the host rock.

7.2 EMPLACEMENT TECHNOLOGY

Oil and gas wells have been sealed for more than 50 years, and an
established technology has been developed for emplacement of cement
slurries in deep wells. Three techniques are commonly used in the oil
industry: (a) The Balance Method, (b) The Dump Bailer Method and (c) The
Two Plug Method. The latter two are used for setting short plugs, and to
keep the cement slurry separate from the well fluid. The Balance method is
best suited for the emplacement of continuous cement seals in a borehole
and is being proposed for use in the URL seal emplacement tests (see
Section 9).

Four methods for the down-hole placement and compaction of clay
seals have been assessed by Martin [123], Several technical difficulties
remain with compaction methods, and equipment still needs extensive
development and testing. To overcome these difficulties and produce a seal
that completely fills the borehole, the use of cylindrical blocks of highly
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compacted bentonite contained In perforated copper tubing or wire mesh, is
being investigated as part of the international cooperative research
program being carried out at the Stripa Mine in Sweden (see Section 10).
On exposure to water, the bentonite expands through the perforations or
mesh to fill the borehole. These seals have been successfully placed in
both long horizontal and vertical boreholes and their performance is being
assessed.

7.3 BOREHOLE SEAL DESIGN

A composite seal consisting of sections of hydraulic cement and
clay at different locations in the borehole is envisaged. After
emplacement, a cement seal should be more resistant to erosion by flowing
groundwater than a clay-based seal. Thus cement-based seals are likely to
be more effective in sections of the borehole that pass through major
fracture zones. In addition, pressurizing the cement slurry emplacement,
causing it to extrude into fractures that intercept the borehole, could
provide an improved seal. Highly compacted Na-bentonite is likely to be
placed in portions of the borehole that pass through largely fracture-free
rock. This will limit erosion of the clay, and swelling of the clay in the
confined borehole should minimise water migration along the seal/rock
interface. The final configuration of seals will depend on the frequency
of fractures encountered in the borehole. A time-logic diagram for the
borehole sealing development program is shown in Figure 17. The schedule
is intended to provide materials and general design specifications for
Concept Assessment.

8. MULTICOMPONENT SYSTEMS TEST

Over the past few years, it has become clear that there is a need
to develop methods for studying chemical interactions among waste forms,
container materials, buffer materials and groundwaters under the radiologi-
cal, temperature and pressure conditions expected in a disposal vault.
While the individual effects of variables such as groundwater chemistry,
temperature, waste form composition, presence of clays and radiation on
radionuclide release from waste forms are being examined in other programs,
until the completion of the Immobilized Fuel Test Facility (IFTF) at the
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment [124, 125], no facility was
available to examine all these interactions simultaneously. These
experiments in the IFTF, called multicomponent systems tests, are briefly
described here insofar as they constitute part of the vault chemistry
research associated with the disposal vault sealing program.

The experiments are intended to provide data on the release of
radionuclides from high-level waste forms (used fuel, and fuel recycle
waste glasses or ceramics) under conditions simulating the disposal vault
environment. A factorial test matrix is being applied, that permits study
of a range of vault conditions and identification of parameters which,
individually or synergistically, have a major influence on the dissolution
of high-level waste forms. Table 9 lists the parameters that are being
varied in the experiments.
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8.1 SHIELDED CANISTERS

Shielded concrete canisters are used to contain the multi-
component systems tests, and to protect the operators and the environment
from radiation. Figure 18 is a schematic diagram of a concrete canister
showing the secondary containment vessel (SCV), retaining basket, and a
pressure vessel. The experiment utilizes a maximum of eighteen, 150-mL
pressure vessels made from ASTM grade-2 titanium. The SCV Is vented
directly to a high-efficiency partlculate filter (HEPA) and, In turn to the
IFTF ventilation exhaust system. The canister has S-shaped tubular service
penetrations, nested in a manifold-type arrangement, to accommodate leads
for thermocouples and piezoresistive pressure transducers, which are
connected to a computerized data acquisition system. The combined weight
of a canister, shield plug, and typical internal equipment Is about 17 Mg.

The loading and unloading of the shielded concrete canisters is
performed in the canister loading area of the IFTF (Figure 19). The
multicomponent systems tests, assembled In individual pressure vessels
(Figure 20), are placed in the retaining basket (Figure 18), which In turn
is placed in the SCV in a hot cell. The SCV is transported by a trolley to
the canister loading area and, after decontamination, Is lowered into the
shielded canister. After the necessary connections of the instrumentation
leads and the ventilation line have been made, the canister plug is lowered
into place, and the canister decontaminated and transported overhead to the
canister storage area.

8 . 2 EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

The typical configuration of the components In a pressure vessel
is shown in Figure 20. A rock cup made of granite or gabbro lines the
pressure vessel, and clay material (Na-bentonite, Ca-bentonite or illite),
candidate container materials (titanium, Inconel 625), synthetic
groundwater (granitic groundwater, saline groundwater resembling those
found in the Canadian Shield [126]), and the waste form (sections of used
fuel elements or fuel recycle waste glass) are placed inside the cup.

After reaction, the solutions are filtered and analyzed by

radiochemical methods for Sr, Cs, and Ce in the case of fuel
90 137

recycle waste glass, and for Sr, Cs, U, Pu and Am in the case of used
fuel. Solid surfaces and surface precipitates are analyzed by active
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDX) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques.

Table 9 shows that there are nine parameters that can be varied.
Three of these (pressure, temperature and reaction time) will be held
constant for the experiments in a given shielded canister. The total
number of experiments per canister has been determined to be 16 based on a
two-level fractional factorial design using five parameters [124]. The
first canister experiment, of six months duration, has been completed. A
second experiment began in late 1985, and a third will be initiated during
1986. Both will be of one year or longer duration.
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9. EXPERIMENTS IN THE UNDERGROUND RESEARCH LABORATORY

The Underground Research Laboratory (URL) Is a test facility
being constructed 12 km east of Lac du Bonnet in Manitoba, Canada. It is
situated in the Lac du Bonnet granite batholith and is designed to carry
out experiments related to the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management
Program.

A full description of the URL is given by Dormuth and others
[98], along with summaries of all the currently planned experiments. Four
series of experiments are planned to examine scientific and engineering
aspects relevant to the Vault Sealing Program. These are described in the
following sections.

9.1 BUFFER-CONTAINER AND MULTICOMPONENT EXPERIMENTS

Experiments that examine details of the borehole emplacement
concept are proposed. Buffer-container experiments will investigate
interactions between the buffer material, the waste package and the rock.
The main purposes of these experiments will be to

(i) examine the stress and temperature fields surrounding an
emplacement hole, and determine the degree to which they are
influenced by the buffer;

(ii) assess the performance of buffer material immediately after
emplacement, during the short-term thermal and water pressure
transients, and after buffer saturation, and

(iii) determine the nature and rates of change in piezometric levels in
the rock near an emplacement borehole during, and within 1 to 2
years after container and buffer emplacement.

Two tests are planned. These will be carried out in instrumented
boreholes similar to those used for the Buffer Mass Test conducted in the
Stripa mine [127] (see Section 10). Concepts for the buffer instrumenta-
tion are shown in Figure 21. The experiments differ from the Buffer Mass
Test at Stripa as follows: the water pressure at the buffer/rock boundary
can be controlled; the geometry of the systems will be similar to that
expected for the Canadian borehole emplacement concept; a sand/clay buffer
material will be used, along with a simulated container; and data on the
structural response of the container to changes in its immediate
environment will be recorded.

Thermal models indicate that the temperature gradients to be
expected in a single test cell of the type to be used in the buffer/
container tests will differ from those that would be experienced in a
disposal vault [71]. Coupled flows and associated phenomena also can be
expected to differ. The extent of these differences will be examined in
the multicomponent test. A design concept for this experiment is shown
schematically in Figure 22. In addition to determining the influence of
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overlapping temperature fields from adjacent containers on buffer and
container performance, the multicomponent test will examine Interactions
between backfill, buffer and rock. Issues arising from engineering studies
of methods for backfill emplacement will also be addressed. The buffer/
container experiments are a necessary precursor of the multicomponent test;
they will provide essential data for model vericatlon and Improvement,
allow experience to be gained In underground materials handling and provide
data on instrument performance.

9.2 BOREHOLE SEALING EXPERIMENTS

The proposals made by Yuen and Boyd [128] for borehole sealing
experiments in the URL are being followed.

The experiments are intended to determine

(I) the ability of available technology to emplace cementitlous seals
in boreholes in plutonic rock; and

(ii) the in-situ hydraulic conductivity of selected sealing materials
compared with that of the rock mass.

To meet the first objective, an experimental arrangement similar
to that shown in Figure 23(a) is required. The configuration allows for
removal of a hardened seal, complete with an annulus of rock, from the URL
test site to a surface laboratory; here the seals can be inspected and
subjected to further testing. Through this process It will be possible to
examine a variety of factors that have the potential to influence seal
performance. These include: emplacement method; quality of workmanship;
material type; rock type, and depth of emplacement. Through accelerated
aging tests on the extracted seals, predictions of long-term seal
performance made from prior laboratory work and thermodynamic modelling can
be assessed.

The second objective will be met through experiments similar to
those conducted in the Bell Canyon anhydrite formation [108]. A schematic
configuration of these hydraulic conductivity tests Is presented in Figure
23(b). Subsequent to the determination of the hydraulic conductivity of a
rock bridge, left between two co-axial holes bored from adjacent, verti-
cally separated rooms In the URL, the bridge will be removed. A seal will
replace the bridge and its hydraulic conductivity will be determined for
comparison with that of the rock. A variety of sealing materials, Inclu-
ding Portland cement, clay and magnesium oxide could be tested. Unlike the
Bell Canyon test, where natural rock water pressures provided the flow
gradient, It will be necessary in the URL to artificially elevate water
pressures upstream of the seal. This has the potential to disturb the
local groundwater regime; hence, these tests will not commence until most
of the hydrogeological investigations in the URL are complete.
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9.3 SHAFT SEALING EXPERIMENTS

Experiments will be conducted in the URL to examine engineering
and scientific issues arising from shaft sealing studies (see Sections 3,
4, and 5). The main purposes of these experiments will be

(i) to test the ability of current engineering technology to emplace
shaft seals; and

(ii) through the measurement of the extent and nature of interactions
between each of the seal components and the rock, to provide data
on the behaviour and performance of shaft seals.

The experiments will be conducted in three, 22-m-long, 3-m-
diameter shafts to be excavated within the URL. Two of these shafts will
be excavated by drill and blast techniques; the third will be raise-bored.
The influence of excavation technique on seal performance can thus be
assessed.

The major components of a shaft seal are likely to be: concrete
bulkheads; clay-based backfill materials; localised grouting of the rock,
and contact grouts between the bulkheads and the rock (see Section 5.2).
The performance of each of these components, either separately or in
combination, will be examined in the URL experiments. Conceptual test
configurations are shown in Figure 24.

9.4 ROCK GROUTING EXPERIMENT

The experiments described in Section 9.3 are partially intended
to determine the extent to which grouting can enhance the performance of
shaft and drift seals. Supplementary URL grouting experiments are being
planned to clarify the required extent and nature of grouting necessary for
water control during vault excavation and operation. Specifically, tests
of the ability of selected grouting materials and methods to seal major
fracture zones in plutonic rock will be carried out in the subhorizontal
fracture zone 2 that lies just below the 240-m horizontal development
level. After hydrogeological characterization of this zone, selected
grouts and grouting methods will be used to seal the fracture zone. The
changes in the groundwater flow characteristics will be monitored with
previously installed hydrogeological instruments. Changes in the
characteristics of the zone will then be measured as the shafts are
excavated through the grouted region. Variations of flow characteristics
with time will be monitored.

10. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS

International cooperation in nuclear waste management occurs
through information exchange and by participation in bilateral or
multilateral cooperative experiments.
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Several agencies coordinate information exchange, including the
Nuclear Energy Agency of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, the International Atomic Energy Agency, the Commission of
European Communities, and the office of Nuclear Waste Isolation in the
U.S.A. Moreover, AECL has information exchange agreements with the United
States, Sweden and the Commission of European Communities. AECL is
participating as a member of the Stripa Project [129] which is an
international, experimental program being carried out in the Stripa mine in
Sweden. The participants are Sweden, Finland, Japan, Switzerland, United
States, France, Canada, and Spain.

During the first phase of the program, completed in 1983,
half-scale experiments were carried out to assess the performance of buffer
and backfill materials. These experiments included six boreholes equipped
with heaters to simulate hot waste containers, buffer made of blocks of
highly compacted sodium bentonite, and sand/clay backfills containing 10
and 20 wt.% sodium bentonite. The layout of this test, called the Buffer
Mass Test, is shown in Figure 25.

The second phase, which started in late 1983, includes
experiments to study the performance of drift, shaft and borehole seals.
The drift and shaft seals are made of blocks of highly compacted sodium
bentonite. The borehole seals are made by inserting highly compacted
bentonite In a perforated copper sleeve into boreholes. In all three cases
reliance is placed upon the swelling nature of highly compacted bentonite
to seal the fractures In the surrounding rock, and the interface between
the seal and the rock, upon wetting. The results of the Stripa experiments
are available to assist in planning vault sealing experiments at the URL
and will provide information for assessment of the Canadian nuclear fuel
waste disposal concept.

11. SCHEDULES

The schedule of the Disposal Vault Sealing Program is controlled
by two major events: the assessment of the concept in 1988 and the start
of the experimental program in the URL. Figure 26 shows a long-term plan
for the program.

Each segment of the program has as a major output a contribution
to the Concept Assessment documentation that is planned to be completed In
1988. The experiments to examine the performance of buffer materials and
borehole seals in the URL can start soon after completion of tĥ . under-
ground experimental levels. The shaft-sealing experiments will be carried
out after the excavation-response experiment. Similarly, the multi-
component test will require information from the buffer/container tests
and, consequently, will be carried out after Initiation of the buffer/
container tests. The backfilling experiments are planned as part of the
multlcomponent test, which includes several heaters surrounded by buffer
material in the same room. During closure of the URL, at the end of the
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next decade„ there will be the opportunity to conduct a large-scale
demonstration of backfilling technology. Moreover, demonstration seals can
be placed in the URL shaft during closure.

The inevitable delay before backfilling experiments can be
accommodated in the URL may result in a need to conduct large-scale surface
testing of emplacement techniques, perhaps using large-diameter culverts to
represent tunnels.

The various materials to be employed for buffer, backfills and
other seals must be selected and thoroughly characterized. The majority of
work in this area will be concerned with buffer materials, and, where
appropriate, the same or similar types of material will be employed in the
other components of the system. With the notable exception of remedial
grouting during construction, and perhaps in tunnel, shaft and borehole
sealing, where cements must be considered, it seems likely that the buffer,
backfill and seals can be based on clays.

Specifications for reference buffer and backfill materials will
be recommended for the Concept Assessment Engineering Study, to be
initiated in 1986. These materials will be subjected to more detailed
investigation before the preparation of the Concept Assessment documents.

Specification of the reference borehole and shaft sealing
techniques will be developed in 1987. These specifications are much more
dependent on field testing, and the success of the seals depends not only
on the properties of the plugging material, but also on the improvements
that can be made in the hydraulic conductivity of the surrounding rock.
The initial experiments on these subjects in the URL may start before
Concept Assessment, but it is difficult to forecast the amount of informa-
tion that will be available from them at that time. The activities in
other countries on these subjects (and particularly at the Stripa Project)
will be closely monitored and will also provide data for Concept
Assessment.

The Vault Sealing Program is subject to review and comment by
outside parties through discussion with the Technical Advisory Committee,
and presentations at scientific conferences, information meetings and at
specially dedicated workshops. The first such workshop was held in Toronto
at the end of 1983 [130]. More recently, a specialist information meeting
was held on waste forms and engineered barriers, which included a review of
research on disposal vault sealing [131].

12. SUMMARY

The Disposal Vault Sealing Program has several components. The
first is buffer development. The buffer is intended to be a stable
retardant barrier surrounding the waste package. It is a particularly
important component of the disposal system as its mass-transport properties
may control the rate of container corrosion, the rate of waste dissolution
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and the rate of migration of radionuclides from the dissolution site. A
buffer with a large fraction of smectite clay is currently favoured for
this application. The more important factors being evaluated are mass-
transport properties, load-deformation-time characteristics and chemical
stability.

A major function of the tunnel and room backfill is to prevent
excessive swelling of the buffer, which might otherwise result in a
decrease in the load-bearing capacity of the buffer, and a reduction of its
ability to retard mass transport. If this can be demonstrated, the
properties of the backfill can then be tailored to produce a positive
impact on the performance of the sealed vault. Currently, it is
anticipated that the backfill will contain a relatively low clay content
and a large fraction of aggregate, such as sand or crushed host rock. The
Lake Agassiz-type, glacial lake clays of northern Ontario and eastern
Manitoba are being considered as a component of the backfill.

Borehole seals will probably be composed of packed clay and
cementitious plugs. Shaft and tunnel seals will probably be composed of
ceraentitious and clay plugs, and grouting of the rock around these plugs if
necessary. Several shaft seals will probably be employed in each shaft,
and the space between them will be backfilled. This program also will be
concerned with rock grouting during vault construction, to stabilize zones
of weak rock, and to restrict water inflow. It is not anticipated that
lar^e-scale grouting of the tunnels and rooms of the vault will be
undertaken, but the same technology proposed for shaft sealing may be used
to isolate significant water-bearing zones and, at strategic locations, to
control flow through the backfilled vault.

There are two foci for the program: the Concept Assessment
process towards the end of this decade, and the URL experimental program.
For Concept Assessment, the vault sealing program will formulate the
near-field mass-transport models, which will be used in the safety
assessment, and supply the data necessary to validate these models. It
will provide data on the backfill and seals, which will be used to show
that short-circuit flow to the environment through shafts and boreholes can
be prevented.

To accomplish this, the results from the Canadian Nuclear Fuel
Waste Management Program will be used with data which are available
internationally. The Stripa Project, in which Canada participates, will be
particularly valuable in providing supplementary data concerned with vault
sealing, and will assist substantially in the development of the program
for the URL.
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TABLE 1

CATION EXCHANGE CAPACITY OF CANDIDATE BUFFER AND BUFFER MATERIALS [39]

Cl3y Type

Calcium Bentonite

Sodium Bentonite

Crushed, air-floated
illitic shale
(Trade name -
"Sealbond")

Glacial Lake Clay
(from the Lake
Agassiz Basin,
Winnipeg, Manitoba)

Mineralogy*
(wt.%)

Montmorillonite
Illite
Quartz
Gypsun
Carbonate
Organic matter

Mpntmorillonite
Illite
Quartz
Plagioclase
Gypsum
Carbonate

Illite
Quartz
Chlorite
Vermiculite
Carbonate
Feldspar
Organic matter

Smectite
Illite
Quartz
Kaolinite
Carbonate
Feldspar
Organic matter
Gypsum

80%
10%
5%
3%
1%
0.5%

79%
9.5%
5%
3%
2%
1.5%

40%
30%
14%
5%
7.5%
3.%
0.5%

36%
23%
17%
10%
8%
AX
2%
trace

Cation Exchange Capacity
raeq/100 g

Na+

12.1

46.5

6.2

2.3

K+

1.2

0.7

3.8

2.8

Ca2+

27.2

39.5

25.0

39.5

Mg2+

15.6

7.0

2.5

12.7

(C.E.C.)

Total
C.

56

93

37

57

E.C.

.1

.7

.5

.3

* Percentage contents are approximate

Determined by silver thiourea method on untreated soil.
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TABLE 2

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CANDIDATE BUFFER MATERIALS [59]

Clay (<2 um), %

Silt (2 pm to 0.06 mm), %

Sand (0.06 to 0.2 mm), %
(0.2 to 1 mm), %

Specific surface area
(n'/g)

Cation exchange capacity
(meq/100 g)

Liquid limit, %

Plastic limit, %

ASTM D 1557-78 density (Mg/m3)
100% clay
75% clay/25% sand
50% clay/50% sand
40% clay/60% sand
25% clay/75% sand

Unified soil classification
system

Ca-bentonite

58

32

10
0

580-740

64-136

129

61

1.39

CH

Na-bentonite

60

39

1
0

520-630

54-82

250

49

1.35
1.56
1.76
1.85
1.92

CH

Illite

32

65

2
1

60

16

30

21

2.
2.
2.
2.

2.

Shale

05
15
22
30
19

CL
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TABLE 3

RESULTS OF HYDRAULIC CONDUCT.VITY TESTS ON BACKFILL SAMPLES [78]

D (1

max
(mm)

25.4

19.05

19.05

19.05

19.05

Sample

n

0.40

0.50

0.40

0.30

0.25

Description

percent Clay

10

6

11

19

25

Hydraulic Conductivity

O/s)

8.6 x 10"9

5.3 x 10"6

5.5 x 10"10

2.4 x 10~9

5.1 x 10"11

(1) Maximum aggregate size

(2) Variable exponent



THE ORGANIC CONTENT, CONSISTENCY LIMITS
AND SHRINKAGE OF LAKE AGASSIZ CLAY [78]

Sample

A

A

j
1

A

: B

B

B
I
1
j

Ozonation
Time
(h)

0

6.5

9.5

0

2

6

Organic Content

(determinec
H2°2 *

8.97

2.20

4.69

8.75

6.80

6.54

(wt.%)
by treatment: with)

:2Cr2°7 Ignition

1.38

1.10

1.02

1.89

1.64

1.40

5.45

9.94

9.54

6.22

9.01

8.97

Pore
Fluid
Type

DW
GGW
SCSSS

DW
GGW
SCSSS

DW
GGW
SCSSS

DW
GGW
SCSSS

DW
GGW
SCSSS

DW
GGW
SCSSS

LL
(%)

113
115
102

96
96
85

103
101
94

105
104
93

97
97
89

106
105
87

PL
(%)

31
30
31

29
30
30

27
27
30

30
30
33

29
30
33

34
35
40

PI

82
85
71

67
66
56

76
74
64

75
74
60

68
67
56

72
70
47

SR

2.01
2.19
2.16

2.11
2.11

2.05
2.04
2.09

2.10
2.03
2.16

2.00
2.05

2.08
1.98
2.02

LS
(%)

32.0
35.6
33.9

37.4
32.3

30.6
33.7
32.4

34.3
34.6
35.5

32.1
31.5

31.2
31.4
30.5

LL - liquid limit PL - plastic limit PI - plasticity index

SR - shrinkage ratio LS - linear shrinkage

DW - distilled water GGW - granitic groundwater SCSSS - Standard Canadian Shield Saline Solution

LL and PL are, respectively, the moisture contents at which, as a soil water mixture is dried from

a slurry, the consistency changes from a liquid to a plastic and from a plastic to a semi-solid.

(PI - LL - PL).

SR = ( /V )/( ', /M ), where V and M are the volume and mass of dry soil, respectively, and .' is

the change in soil volume on drying, corresponding to a loss of water mass = "ti.
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TABLE 5

DISPOSAL FACILITY COST

BOREHOLE EMPLACEMENT OF TEC-2 CONTAINERS OF USED FUEL

(1984 December Canadian dollars)

Buffer & Backfill System

- Materials aquisition
& transportation

- Materials preparation

- Materials handling

- Materials emplacement

- Drift sealing

Subtotal

Disposal Vault

- Rooms, drifts, etc.

- Boreholes

Subtotal

Surface Facilities

Waste Handling System

TOTAL

1

2

1

1

9

13_

Cost.
$xlO6

100.7

408.3

245.2

334.5

21.1

109.8

080.0

419.3

499.3

766.4

214.7

590.2
= = = = =

$/kgU

3.3

1.2

0.7

1.0

0.1

6.3

3.2

1.3

4.5

29.2

0.7

40.7
= = == =

mills/kWh

0.07

0.03

0.01

0.02

_

0.13

0.07

0.02

0.09

0.61

0.01

0^84

$/container

4 474

1 660

996

1 360

86

8 576

4 390

1 704

6 094

39 697

873

55_240

I of Total
Cost

8.1

3.0

1.8

2.4

0.2

15.5

7.9

3.1

11.0

71.9

1.6

100_.0

This Table modified from W.L. Wardrop and Associates et al. [30]
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TABLE 6

SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVE EMPLACEMENT CONCEPT COSTS

(1984 December Canadian Dollars)

Cost Alternative Concepts*
($ x 106) 1 2 3 4

Buffer & Backfill System 2 454.5 2 109.8 2 109.8 2 289.8 2 289.8

Disposal Vault 1 080.0 1 499.3 1 499.3 1 800.2 1 800.2

Surface Facilities 9 766.3 9 766.4 8 130.0 9 766.4 8 128.8

Waste Handling System 161.4 214.7 214.7 214.7 214.7

TOTAL 13 462.2 13 590.2 11 953.8 14 071.1 12 433.5

* Alternative Concepts
1. In-roora emplacement of TEC-1 containers of used fuel.
2. Borehole emplacement of TEC-2 containers of used fuel.
3. Borehole emplacement of TEC-2 containers of recycle waste.
4. Borehole emplacement of BEC-1 containers of used fuel.
5. Borehole emplacement of BEC-1 containers of recycle waste.

This Table modified from W.L. Wardrop and Associates et al. [30]
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TABLE 7

SOME TECHNICAL FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN GROUT SELECTION

Technical Factor

Site-specific geological setting
properties of physical location
formation depth below surface

depth of water table
permeability
porosity
size distribution of fissures
chemical nature of the minerals
present

presence of dissolved salts in
the groundwater

rate of flow of groundwater in
fissure systems

Design specifi- final permeability
cation for the strength deformation
grouted formation characteristics

Grout properties fluid properties
setting properties, e.g., setting
time, volume changes

initial density
fluid viscosity
shear strength
size distribution of solids
changes of density, viscosity,
shear strength and particle
segregation during injection

tolerance of mixing or dilution
with groundwater

tolerance of chemical change due
to chemicals of formation and
groundwater

toxicity and handling safety of
the fluid grout

stability against syneresis and
shrinkage

structural stability under wet/
dry cycling

chemical and physical stability
of components under exception-
ally high or low ground
temperature

Remarks

Information to be
supplied by the geo-
science research
program

Information to be
supplied by the geo-
science research
program

Information to be
supplied by the vault-
sealing program

This Table modified from Gyenge [102],
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TABLE 8

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FOR GROUT SELECTION AND FOR GROUTED ROCK

Design Parameter Desired Range State-of-the-Art
Technology

Permeability

Strength

Similar to, or less than
that of host rock

Not a design parameter

Thermal expansivity Similar to granite and
gabbro ^ 6x10 /°C

Plasticity

Long-term stability

Grout-to-rock bonding

Chemical stability
and compatibility

Application
technology

Seal should be sufficiently
plastic to prevent exces-
sive cracking

105 - 106 years

Permeability along grout-
rock interface less than,
or equal to that of
grouted mass

Stable under service con-
ditions with no unfavour-
able changes caused by
groundwater chemistry

High success rate at
reasonable cost

10 m/s achievable
with cement-based
grouts [108]

Concrete 6 to 2OxlO~6/°C.
No information on
other materials

Variable with grout
type, cement-based
grouts tend to be
brittle, clay-based
grouts are plastic

No data on synthetic
materials for more than
a few hundred years

Achievable with current
technology

Could be a major limi-
tation for cement-based
grouts, which are subject
to leaching and
recrystallization

Grouting is expensive
and success rate is
low [102]. Technology
must be developed for
testing and quality
control.

This information was compiled from a number of sources and is included for
comparison of the desired range with the state of the art of the technology
(from Bird and Cameron, [16]).
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TABLE 9

LIST OF PARAMETERS IN FIRST SHIELDED CANISTER

MULTICOMPONENT SYSTEMS EXPERIMENTS

Waste fonns

Container material

Buffer material

Groundwater [126]

Rock material

Surface area/Volume
ratio

Pressure

Temperature

Reaction time

CD
(2)

CD
(2)

(D
C2)

CD

C2)

CD
C2)

CD
C2)

(D
(2)

CD
C2)
C3)
(A)

CD
C2)
C3)
CM

Used fuel
Fuel recycle waste glass

ASTM grade-2 titanium
Inconel 625

Ca-rnon tmori 1 Ion I te*
Ground illitic shale

Low ionic strength: granitic
groundwater
High Ionic strength: Standard
Canadian Shield Saline Solution

Granite
Gabbro

1 m ,
100 m

10 MPa Chydrostatic at 1000 m depth)
30 MPa Clithostatic at 1000 m depth)

50°C
100°C
150°C
200°C

6 months at 200°C
6 months at 150 C
12 months at 100°C
24 months at 50°C

Ca-montmorillonite will be replaced by Na-raontmorillonite In the
second shielded canister experiment.
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BIOSPHERE

NATURAL
BARRIERS

£7O

STABLE
WASTE
FORM

ENGINEERED
BARRIERS

Figure 1: Schematic Illustration of the Sequence of Barriers
to Protect Man from the Hazards of Nuclear Waste
(Not to Scale)



GROUTED ZONE-*?
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BOREHOLE BACKFILL

^GROUTED ZONE
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. PLUGGED AND
BOREHOLE' 'i BACKFILLED BOREHOLE
PLUGS

GROUTED ZONE AROUND ;/

| & | S SHAFT SEAL

SHAFT BACKFILLING

00

BUFFERED WASTE CONTAINERS

Figure 2: Schematic Illustration of the Engineered Barriers and Components of the Vault
Sealing Program (Not to Scale)
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IN-ROOM
EMPLACEMENT

BOREHOLE
EMPLACEMENT

BACKFILL
BUFFER

WASTE
PACKAGE

BACKFILL

BUFFER

WASTE
PACKAGE

Figure 3: Schematic Illustration of the In-Room
and Borehole Disposal Concepts (Not to Scale)



DISPOSAL VAULT f,E<\Ll;iG PROGRAM

BACKFILL

DEVELOPMENT

GROUTING, SHAFT
AND DRIFT SEALING

DEVELOPMENT

• Near-field nass-
transnort ni

|— Chenicjl properties
studies

—Developnent of
chemical additives

• Physical and
engineering
properties studies

*— Buffer engineering

BOREHOLE SEALING

DEVELOPMENT

Chemical properties
studies

Physical properties
studies

Development of
backfil I
formulations

I— Backfill
engineering

I— Shaft sealing

Drift and room
seal ing

Grouting
development

(— Grouting materials

Grout injection and
testing

Long-term
performance

|— Sealing materials I—

Emplacement
technology

Long-ten?
performance

3uffer and
backfi l l
exoeriments

Shaft sealing
experiments

Borehole sealing
experiments

l_ Grouting
experiments

o
I

!*i Organization of the Disposal Vault Scaling Program
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VAULT SEALING PROGRAM - BUFFER DEVELOPMENT

Activity
Code DESCRIPTION 80-1 81-2 82-3 83-4 84-5 85-6 86- 7 87-8 88-9 89-90 90-1 91-9

PHASE I - GENERIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

B-1
B-2
B-3
B-4

B-5

B-6
B-7
B-8
B-9
B-10

B-11
B-12

B-13
B-14
B-1 5
B-16
B-17
B-18

B-19

B-20

B-21

B 22

Screening studies of Candidate Materials
Short-List Most Promising Candidates
Select Representative Sources of Candidate Mali 's.
Conceptual Engineering Studies
Select Reference Emplacement Method
Near-Field Mass-Transport Studies
Evaluate Mass-Transport Properties
Evaluate Physical and Mechanical Properties
Develop Chemical Additives
Evaluate Chemical Properties & H/T Stability
Correlate and Compare Properties
Select Reference Buffer Composition

PHASE II - CONCEPT ASSESSMENT DOCUMENTATION

Beginning of
10-Year

R&D Program

1Materials Properties & Composition Specs.
Emplacement Technology & Q/C Specifications
Bills of Quantity and Emplacement Schedules
Cost Schedules

Concept Assessment Document

Regulatory Review and Public Hearings

PHASE III - CONTINUING RESEARCH & DEVELOP

Continue Generic Research
Engineering Development

Field Testing in URL— Buffer Tests
Final Mat'I Composition & Emplacement Specs

Concept
Assessment
Document

I

End of 10-Year
R&D Program

Figure 5: Vault Sealing Program: Buffer Development
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• 100" Na-Bentonite
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Figure 7: Effective Clay Drv Density: Swelling Pressure Relationship
for a Water Saturated Na Bentanite/Sand System [66].
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////////

L i f t i ng Cradle

Plexi-Glass Plate

Heat Resistant Ru! ber
Gasket (1/4" th ic i )

Spacer

Heater

Bentonite-Sand Buifer
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Sono-Tube

Concrete Block

Large-Diameter Pi(. e

Thermocouples

Waterproof Membrane

Styrofoam Insulati >r
(R80)
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36"

48"
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Figure 8: Schematic Diagram of the Container:Buffer:Rock Scale Model
Experiment at Carleton University (dimensions shown in
inches; 1 inch = 2.5A cm)
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Figure 9:
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Relationship Between Backfill Density at Optimum Moisture Content and Clay
Content for Various Maximum Aggregate Sizes [78]. The backfill is a mixture
of Lake Agassiz clay and granite aggregate with maximum aggregate size
varying from 19.05 to 25.4 mm.
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Clav Content of Backfill Mixtures [78], The backfill
is ;•>. mixture of Lake Agassiz clay and granite agprecate.
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counterweight system
to render piston
weightless

load-bearing plate

load eel 1 to measure
swell pressure

piston

porous stone & fabric
filter

1.83 m high,
0.41 m diameter steel
cylinder

clay-aggregate mixture
(D=19,05 mm, n=0.25)

side ports at known
locations to measure
suction or fluid
uptake

fabric filter & porous
stone

bottom plate stone
inlets for GGW flow

Figure 11: Schematic Diagram of Apparatus for Large-Scale Backfill
Swelling Pressure Tests [78]
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VAULT SEALING PROGRAM - BACKFILL DEVELOPMENT

Code DESCRIPTION

IPHASE I - GENERIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

v 1 ' Screening Studies of Candidate Materials
V 2 ' Snort-hst Most Promising Candidates
v T Select Representative Sources of Candidate Mail s
v 4 Conceptual Engineering Studies
v S ; Se'ect Reference Emplacement Method
V 6 Evaluate Permeability
V-7 Evaluate Physical and Mechanical Properties
V a Evaluate Chemical Properties and H/T Stability
v-9 Correlate and Compare Properties
V 10 ! Select Reference Backfill Composition

PHASE II -CONCEPT ASSESSMENT DOCUMENTATION

v-it Materials Properties and Composition Specifications

V 1Z Emplacement Technology and Q/C Specifications

V 13 Bins ol Quantities and Emplacement Schedules
V-i4 Cost Schedules
v-15 ' Concept Assessment Document
V-16 : Regulatory Review and Public Htanngs

•PHASEIM-CONTINUINGRESEAR£HANDDEVELOP
V-1 7 .' Conhn^eGener.'c Research
V i? Enqneenng Development
V 1^ Feid Testmg in URL - Backfill Tesls
v-20 F.nai Mat'i Composition and Emplacement Specs
V-21 Demonstrate Backfilling During URL Closure

86-7 87-8 88-9.89-90 90-1 91-9

Concept
Assessment
Document

End of 10-Year
ft&D Program

J L

Fiiure 12: Vault Sealing Program: Backfill Development
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Figure 13: Sources of Candidate Buffer and Backfill Materials in Canada [30]
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Figure 14! Buffer and Backfill Materials Preparation
Plant (G'cneral Flow Diagram) [30]
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Figure 15: General Layout of n Nuclear Fuel Waste Disposal Vault [30]
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VAULT SEALING PROGRAM - GROUTING AND SHAFT SEALING DEVELOPMENT

Activity
Code DESCRIPTION \ F Y 80-1 81-2 82-3 83-4 84-5 85-6 86-7 87-8 88-9 89-9M 90-1(8-9 89 91-9

S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5
S-6

S-7

S-8
S-9
S-10
S-11
S-12
S-13

S-14
S-15
S-16
S-17
S-18
S-19

PHASE I - GENERIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Review Grouting Technology
Study Properties of Potential Grouts
Study on Remedial Constr. Grouting of URL
Develop Emplacement Equipment
Development Emplacement Techniques
Develop O C and Seal Evaluation Procedures Beginning

of 10-Year
R&D Program

PHASE II - CONCEPT ASSESSMENT DOCUMENTATIONI •+
Grouting Specificalions I
Drift Sealing Specifications ' •' i
Shaft Sealing Specifications ; , '
Bills of Quantity and Emplacement Schedules j •
Cost Schedules
Conceot Assessment Document
Regulatory and Public Hearings

Continue Generic Research
Engineering Development
Fteid Testing m URL — Grouting Tests
Field Testing m URL — Shaft Sealing Tests
Final Mat'i Composition & Emplacement Specs
Demonstrate Seals During U R L Closure

I

I
Concept End of

Assessment 10-Year
Document R&D Program

Figure 16: Vault Sealing Program: Orouting and Shaft Sealing Development



VAULT SEALING PROGRAM-BOREHOLE SEALING DEVELOPMENT

DESCRIPTION FY 80-1 81-2

Concept
Assessment
Document

91-9

P-1
P-2
P-3
P-4
P-5
P-6

P-7
P-8
P-9
P-10

P-11
P-12
P-13
P-14

PHASE I — GENERIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Review Borehole Plugging Technology
Study Properties of Potential Plugs
Study Material Long-Term Stability
Develop Emplacement Equipment
Develop Emplacement Techniques
Develop Q/C and Plug Evaluation Procedures Beginning of

10-Year
R&D Program

End of 10-Year
R&D Program

PHASE II - CONCEPT ASSESSMENT DOCUMENTATION
Plugging Specifications
Cost and Quantity Schedules
Concept Assessment Document
Regulatory and Public Hearings

PHASE III — CONTINUING RESEARCH AND DEVELOP
Continue Generic Research
Engineering Development
Field Testing in URL — Borehole Plugging Tests
Demonstrate Plugging During URL Closure

Figure 17: Vault Sealing Program: Borehole Sealing Development
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Pressure
Vessel

Secondary
Containment
Vessel

Retaining
Basket
• Service
• Penetrations

Heater

Figure 18: Schematic View of a Shielded Concrete Canister with
Secondary Containment Vessel (SCV), Retaining Basket
with Pressure Vessel, and S-Shaped Service Penetrations.
Dimensions in mm.
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I storage area
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Figure 19: Artist's Conception of the Canister Loading Area and the Decontamination Vestibule of
the Immobilized Fuel Test Facility (IFTF) with Shielded Canister in Loading (left) and
Transport (right) Stages
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Figure 20: Typica] Pressure Vessel with Experimental Content in Polysandwich
Configuration. The overall length of the vessel is 178 mm, the
maximum diameter is 89 mm.
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iRure 22: General Layout of the URL Multicomponent Test (Not to Scale)
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Figure 23: Conceptual Design of the URL Borehole Sealing Experiments:
(a) Emplacement Tests.
(b) Hydraulic Conductivity Tests (Not to Scale)
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Figure 24: Preliminary Concepts of the URL Shaft Sealing Experiments
(Not to Scale)
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Figure 25s The Buffer Mass Test (BMT) Experiment at the Stripa Project in
Sweden [127]
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VAULT SEALING PROGRAM - 20-YEAR MASTER SCHEDULE

DESCRIPTION 80-1 81-2 82-3 83-4 84-5 85-6 86-7 67-8 88-9-9 |B9-90| 90-1 91-9

PHASE I — GENERIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

1-1 - BUFFER AND BACKFILL DEVELOPMENT

Selection of Materials and Sources of Supply
Selection of Handling and Emplacement Methods
Evaluation of Physical, Mech. & Chemical Properties
Selection of Reference Composition

I-2 - GROUTING, SEALING AND PLUGGING DEVELOPMENT

Review of Available Technology
Evaluation and Selection of Materials
Selection of Emplacement Methods
Development of Q.'C and Q/A Procedures

PHASE II - CONCEPT ASSESSMENT DOCUMENTATION

I I

Tecnmcai Specifications
Cost, Quantity and Emplacement Schedules
Concepl Assessment Document
Regulatory and Public Hearings

PHASE III - CONTINUING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Beginning
of 10-Year

R&O Program

T

Continue Generic Research & Engineering Development
Field Testing in URL
Demonstrations during URL Closure

Concept
Assessment
Document

End of
10-Year R&D

Program

Figure 26: The Vault Sealing Program Plan
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